
00:43:06 Eliza E. Canty-Jones (she/her): A great blog post by Nicole 
is available here: https://www.ohs.org/blog/conserving-and-restoring-
a-piece-of-oregons-afro-american-history.cfm
00:52:33 Jennifer Burns, Old Aurora Colony Museum: Love this and have 
already it use it to find Aurora related items for Aurora Colony 
Museum.  What percentage of the object collection is available through 
the Portal?
00:58:32 Scott: How many yearsvwill it take to process the "backlog" 
of 90 percent of objects yet to be done?
01:02:51 Scott: How many photos does OHS have? What percentage of 
those total photos have been digitized?
01:03:45 Nicole Yasuhara-OR Hist Soc: Hi Jennifer! Thanks for your 
comment. If you (or any researcher) does not find what you are looking 
for on the Portal, reach out and museum collection staff will do a 
deeper dive in to the database for you!
01:03:48 Nicole Yasuhara-OR Hist Soc: Hi Scott,
01:04:33 Nicole Yasuhara-OR Hist Soc: For the museum collection, I 
estimate it will take decades to get every record on the Portal, with 
our current tasks.
01:06:58 Jennifer Burns, Old Aurora Colony Museum: Kudos to both 
collections and libraries for all of the work that went into this!
01:08:19 Scott: How many decades will it take to digitize "public 
domain" materials?
01:14:46 Laura Cray: Hi Scott, much like with the museum, it will 
easily take decades for OHS to digitize our public domain collections. 
I do not have an accurate count of the number of times in our 
collections, but the number is easily in the millions. This is why we 
prioritize highlighting collections and subjects rather than aiming 
for digitizing everything that we hold. We encourage you to reach out 
to our reference staff if you have a specific subject that you would 
like more information about.
01:18:22 Debbie Menashe (she, her, hers): Thanks.  That was a terrific 
tour. Looking forward to exploring more.


